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Plant growth and development are affected by a lot of different environmental abiotic
factors such as light, temperature and water supply. Immediately upon germination
another physical stimulus, gravity, strongly influences the growth of plant organs, root
and shoot, in order to ensure their correct orientation in space and the survival of the
young seedling. Since plants have evolved under the constant stimulus of gravity, its
presence is one of the most important prerequisites for their growth and spatial orien-
tation. Because of the importance of gravity it is astonishing that sensitivity to the
gravitational vector, the mechanisms of graviperception and gravisresponse which are
still partially controversially discussed, are unclear up to now. Indeed, we know that
the framework of the plant body is disturbed without the permanent g-vector, its
physiological balance is disrupted. But we do not know the way the gravitational force
as an abiotic signal is translated into gravity-dependent phenomena and definite plant
structures maintaining adaptive strategies for survival. The biological effects of gravity
(studies under microgravity) would be easier understood if this abiotic factor could be
reduced or minimized as other common environmental parameters can be modified in
order to study their effects on plant differentiation and growth.

Since we have no ways to reduce the gravity vector on our planet without inducing
stress, we may only speculate on the strategies of plant adaptation mechanisms during
the evolution. Leaving the original life space, the water environment, and occupying
the land environment 400 million years ago, the plants have been forced to adapt to the
new conditions characterized by missing convection. Thereby land-plants were affected
by a force 1000 times bigger than in water. The local orientated plants had to optimize
their life conditions with respect to water balance, to nutrition, to mechanical problems
and to reproduction changing the typical horizontal orientated vegetative thallus into
the upright orientated plant body, the cormus. This statically local orientated life way
resulted in a high adaptation strategy to environmental factors (Fig. 19.1). In order to
overcome mechanical problems induced by the deficiency of the convection, the col-
lapse of the plant cormus had to be avoided by the formation of tissues, delivering
special structural rigidity, such as the deposition of lignin in the secondary wall. The
supply of water, minerals and nutrition materials had to be organized by the develop-
ment of a system for the conduction of water and minerals from the soil via the roots
in the rest of the plants (xylem) and for the transport of the products of photosynthesis
from the leaves throughout the plant (phloem). The total vessels are known as the
vascular bundles. Moreover, the plants had to develop suitable nutrition sources, re-
sulting in the formation of leaves which are able to fix CO2 and to store carbohydrates.
The shoot functions as the mediator between root and leaves. Other cell types were
necessary to be built up, such as tissues covering and protecting plants from wounding,
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pathogen infections, water loss and dryness, such as epidermal cells covered by waxy
layers, the cuticle, in order to restrict the loss of moisture from the plant to the envi-
ronment. Within the epidermis guard cells occur, which surround stomata, giving ac-
cess to the tissues beneath the epidermis. Variation in turgor of the guard cells causes
variation in the size of the stomatal aperture and therefore, allows the plant to regulate
the rate of water loss. On the basis of the well adapted morphological cormus of the
plant the ability was developed to restrict water loss or to tolerate total dryness.
Moreover, the newly-adapted plants had to guarantee the conditions of reproduction by
pollen and the expansion by seed and fruits.

The highly structured, immotile autotrophic organisms are characterized by well or-
ganized plant bodies on the basis of sensitively regulated orientation mechanism in
space which were developed under the common supervisor “gravity”. For perceiving
the signal of the abiotic factor “gravity”, a suitable stimulus-response system in a se-
quence chain – graviperception, signal gravity transduction and graviresponse - was
developed in the process of evolution, which made the plants capable for distinguish-
ing between up and down using gravity for orientation.

In the following sections the three processes of graviperception, gravi-signal trans-
duction and graviresponse in uni- and multicellular plants are described on the basis of
the actual literature.

Fig. 19.1 The plant bodies with differently structured organization. Left: The freshwater alga
Chara, anchored with specific cells to the underground of water, living in ponds. Right: The
upright standing tree (Pinus) as an example for a plant structured with gravity and antigravity
sensing cells, the growth is stabilized by specialized cell tissue (see text).
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19.1 Graviperception
as the Primary Gravity-Sensing Mechanism

It is a central question how plants sense gravity. The classical statolith hypothesis fo-
cuses on dense organelles such as amyloplasts (statoliths, [4]) which are sedimented on
specific endoplasmatic reticulum layers, effecting a pressure and thus, triggering grav-
ity sensing [5] (Fig. 19.2).

A revision of this hypothesis is, however, required, because the kind of mass, which
will be effective as the gravity-stimulus, has to be investigated in more detail. Besides
the statoliths, (and other sedimenting particles) the whole protoplast is discussed as a
dense gravisensor. Furthermore, non-sedimenting particles are focused with pressing
or pulling effects such as the nucleus, and components of the extracellular matrix. For
perceiving gravity at cell surface and transducing signals in the cell interior they are
coupled by receptors of plasma membrane. Plants should respond to gravity in different
ways. It sounds understandable that the shoots and roots of multicellular plants show
another way of graviperception as unicellular rhizoids or protonemata [6]. There may
exist a spectrum of receptors in different systems, since the diversity of gravipercep-
tions is suggested to be evolved in several systems in parallel.

19.1.1 Graviperception in Unicellular Plants

In order to test whether the statolith mechanism is involved in graviperception of the
flagellate Euglena gracilis, the cells were subjected to increasing density of the outer
medium (Ficoll). The gravitaxis of the organism was disturbed at 5%, which corre-
sponds to a cell density of 1.04 g ml-1, higher concentrations of Ficoll inverted the
direction of movement [7-9]. These data indicate that intracellular sedimenting

Fig. 19.2 A series of graphs of the freshwater alge Chara during a shuttle rocket flight (6 min
under microgravity).The pictures were directly transferred via telecommunication. From left to
right: 97sec just before starting (-97) up to 381 sec after starting. Conditions under microgravity
are created after 122 s, 233 s, 302 s, 340 s, 381 s. The complex of statoliths is changing to a
longer shape and is transferred into the opposite direction of the gravity vector. S=statoliths
(taken from [86]).
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organelles are not involved in graviperception of this unicellular plant and strengthens
the idea that the whole cell acts as the sedimenting mass. Recent results show that the
pressure of the sedimenting cytoplasm may open and close stretch-activated, mechano-
sensitive ion channels in the plasma membrane, which probably pass calcium ions [10].
Using a calcium imaging system the involvement of this second messenger in sensory
transduction of graviperception should be studied in rocket missions in future.

Also in the internodal cells of the alga Chara (see also 19.3.1), the gravity sensing
is described by the gravitational pressure model, which hypothesizes that the whole
protoplast acts as the gravity sensor. The cell perceives the g-vector by sensing the
differential tension/compression between plasma membrane and the extracellular ma-
trix at the top and the bottom of the cell via peptides spanning plasma membrane and
extracellular matrix and activating thereby Ca-channels [11-13].

19.1.2 Graviperception in Multicellular Plants

The time course of the gravitropic stimulus-response chain in multicellular systems
such as in seedling roots of cress (Lepidium sativum) is composed of different phases
[14, 15].

19.1.2.1 Statocyte Polarity and Gravisensing

During the initial stage (signal perception) the physical stimuli - ×g and µg vector,
respectively - are perceived via statoliths in statocytes, the signal is transformed into an
intracellular signal without being transduced. In the subsequent period, the signal is
transduced producing a message outside the statocytes (signal transduction) thereby
inducing an effect. The biochemical signal is transmitted to the response zone, where
the root curvature is initiated as a result of differential growth of upper and lower side
of the root axis [14, 15]. Thus, the graviresponse in roots is preceded by the signal
perception and transduction.

In shoots and grass pulvini, amyloplast-containing statocytes are associated with
starch parenchyma cells surrounding vascular tissues, in roots they are localized in the
columella of the cap [4]. The gravisensing mechanism of seedling roots, for example
cress roots, is discussed to be localized in statocytes [14]. They are characterized by the
structural polarity (Fig. 19.3) differentiated by the position of the nucleus in the
proximal side of the cell, the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER) at distal side and dense
amyloplasts sedimented at the physical bottom [16]. The amyloplasts performing a
statolithic function are sedimented on ER-membranes when root is placed in vertically
orientation under g-conditions.

Amyloplast sedimentation is hypothesized to activate receptors triggering signal
transduction chain, which leads to a physiological signal and induces the bending of the
organ as the consequence of the graviresponse. The polar arrangement of organelles
does not depend on gravity [16] and is maintained by means of the cytoskeleton (Fig.
19.4) [17-19, 21]. Under microgravity this strict structural polarity of statocytes was
displaced [15, 20], the amyloplasts move towards the proximal side of the cell, the
nucleus was observed to migrate further away from the proximal plasma membrane
(Fig. 19.5). Using cytochalasin the displacement of statoliths does not occur [21].
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Thus, it could be shown that the organelles are attached to the actin filaments. A ten-
sion produced by dense amyloplasts is hypothesized on the basis of a connection be-
tween the statolith membranes and the actin filaments [15], which can be released
under µg-conditions, a relaxation of actin network in the absence of gravity is

Fig. 19.3 Polarity of the gravity-perceiving cell. Left: Polar organization of the growing tip of a
gravity-perceiving cell of the alge Chara. The statoliths (SL) sediment with high density above
the vesicles and membranes. Perception and response are associated with in the tip. Middle:
Gravity-perceiving cell from cress root cap. The statoliths filled with starch are sedimented
above the membrane system, the nucleus (N) is located in the upper side of the cell. Plasmatic
strings (PS) are participated in the signal transport. Right: Polar organisation of a gravity per-
ceiving cell under microgravitation, showing the nucleus and the membrane system (ER). The
statoliths are almost starch-free induced by microgravity (taken from [86]).

Fig. 19.4 The actin-cytoskeleton of a root in three cell types with different function, left: cell
from the area of cell elongation, middle: cell from the area of cell division, right: gravity-
perceiving cell; the sedimented statoliths (black points) are located within a network of actin-
strings, N=nucleus, membranes=arrows, V=vacuole (taken from [86]).
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Fig. 19.5 A complex of statoliths in a gravity-sensing root cell under different conditions, from
left to right: 28 h under gravity (control), 28 h under gravity with fungal toxin cytochalasin dam-
aging the actin filaments; 30 min under microgravity; 28 h under microgravity. (taken from [86]).

hypothesized [22]. So, space research experiments have brought a lot of new insights
resulting in a new graviperception hypothesis based on tension of actin filaments which
are built up from interaction with statocytes and transduced to stretch-activated ion
channels in the plasma embrane [22]. This proposal was confirmed by a Spacelab ex-
periment flown on the Second International Microgravity Laboratory Mission (IML-2)
showing that the sensitivity of roots treated with 1 g-conditions in orbit is less than in
those roots grown under µg -conditions. Different tensions in the actin network are
discussed [15].

19.1.2.2 The Plastid-Based Gravisensing

The identity of the mass, which specifically functions in gravisensing mechanism
should be different in unicellular and multicellular plants as well as in shoots and roots
on the one hand, and in tip-growing systems such as rhizoids on the other. Sedimenta-
tion of endogenous organelles, for example amyloplasts, was studied to take place in
cells with specific locations and developmental stages, as in the endodermis of stems
and in the root caps [4]. When the starch content in the amyloplasts was reduced by
certain manipulations, the potential of gravitropic response was also varied. A reduced
gravitropic sensitivity was shown in starchless and starch-deficient mutants [24, 25],
leading to the conclusion that starch plays an important role in gravitropic sensitivity.
These investigations demonstrated that kinetics of the bending response in roots is
strictly correlated with the starch content. However, a residual gravitropism could be
shown to occur without starch, thus, starch is proposed not to be absolutely necessary
for gravisensing. Laser-ablation experiments have shown that Arabidopsis roots lose a
part of graviresponse after removing of amyloplast-containing root tips [23].

Thus, it has to be concluded that amyloplast sedimentation is not the sole mecha-
nism in graviperception. At least, there exist two hypotheses about the mass responsi-
ble for gravisensing: the model of Wayne et al. [26] postulating that the entire mass of
a specialized cell is able to provide a signal for compression or tension (Fig. 19.6,
left). In the other model an intracellular mass, presented as plastids [4, 27], exert ten-
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sion on a receptor in the plasma membrane, for example the ER (Fig. 19.6, right). The
ER is discussed as a high accumulation of receptors pressed by sedimented plastids,
which contribute as a amplification signal mechanism [27]. Staves et al. [12] and
Wayne and Staves [11] propose a perception of gravisensing by gravireceptors of the
plasma membrane, the integrins, coupling the extracellular matrix and intracellular
compounds. Meanwhile, integrin-similar proteins were identified in Arabidopsis and
Chara [30].

19.2 The Gravity Signal Transduction Pathway

The question, which still remains open is how can the amyloplast sedimentation be
transduced into a physiological signal leading to the bending of organs. Although the
evidence for the interaction between amyloplasts and micro-filaments in statocytes
could not be detected up to now, the association of statoliths with micro-filaments by
myosin-like proteins was postulated [28]. Also, the molecular pathway responsible for
the transformation of gravity signals in statocytes is not known. Therefore, the in-
volvement of mechano-sensitive channels for opening and closing of cytoplasmic Ca2+-
concentrations functioning as a second messenger is hypothesized. Recent experiments
with Ca2+ could not deliver evidence supporting gravity-induced transient Ca2+-
changes [29]. However, modulations in Ca2+-levels are known to be required for pro-
ducing auxin gradients across gravistimulated organs. Since Trewawas and his co-
workers found strong similarities between the growing Chara rhizoid and growing
pollen tubes, they describe a possible model for the events, which could initiate grav-
ity-induced curvature of Chara rhizoids [31-33]. They measured a permanent

Fig. 19.6 Two models presenting mass symbols, which are responsible for gravisensing: at left,
the whole cell provides mass for producing tension/compression to induce signal transduction;
at right, intracellular organelles such as plastids (P) function as mass factors; they are attached
to plasma membrane via cytoskeleton, thus creating tension on receptors (ER).
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characteristic Ca2+-gradient in growing pollen tips resulting from an accumulation of
open Ca2+-channels. The pollen tube reoriented its growth towards the side of the api-
cal dome with higher Ca2+-levels. A Ca2+-oszillation was generated during the releas-
ing process affecting gravitropic signal transduction by interacting with calcium bind-
ing proteins [34] and a Ca2+-dependent protein kinase [35]. The authors suggest that
this kinase may be associated with the establishment of an auxin gradient by the activa-
tion of a proton-pump leading to a redistribution of auxin.

The phosphoinositide pathway generating another second messenger, inositol 1,4,5
trisphosphate (Ins(1,4,5)P3), may be also involved in gravitropic responses of plants
[36, 37]. The second messenger Ins(1,4,5)P3 is produced by phospholipase C, which
cleaves phosphatidyl inositol 4,5 bisphosphate into 1,2 diacylglycerol and Ins(1,4,5)P3.
The latter one releases Ca2+ from Ins(1,4,5)P3-sensitive Ca2+-stores.

The first evidence for an auxin-dependent Ins(1,4,5)P3 synthesis was given in 1988
[38], showing a 3-fold increase within 60 sec after auxin treatment. Recently, the ac-
tivity of the biosynthetic precursor of Ins(1,4,5)P3, the phosphatidylinositol-4-
phosphate-5-kinase was found to be increased in the lower side of maize pulvini [39].
The increase of Ins(1,4,5)P3 was detected in the lower halves of grass pulvini within 10
sec after gravistimulation. The authors interpret fluctuations in Ins(1,4,5)P3 level as a
part of the process that enables the cells to elongate [40]. The initial signal for intra-
cellular processes is released within short time intervals, in contrast the sustained sig-
nal co-ordinates intercellular growth responses in maize pulvini. In order to provide
data for an Ins(1,4,5)P3-dependent signal transduction pathway in sunflower, proto-
plasts have to be exposed to an altered gravity vector [41].

Using isolated protoplasts as a suitable model system, the phosphoinositid-system
was shown to be an element of studying signal transduction chain [41, 42, 82]. Sun-
flower hypocotyl protoplasts treated under real microgravity (TEXUS-sounding rocket
flight, 6 min weightlessness; 1 ×g, 8 ×g, µg, 13 ×g; Fig. 19.7) showed an increase of
Ins(1,4,5)P3. The data deliver strong evidence that the increase of the second messen-
ger, Ins(1,4,5)P3, during a short period of weightlessness (6 min) was due to the mi-
crogravity period. These results provide hints for a direct involvement of signal trans-
duction chain linking graviperception to gravisresponse.

Thus, we could show that protoplasts as the smallest functioning unit of plant are
able to sense a modulation in g-vector without participating of starch. According to the
gravitational pressure model the protoplast was investigated to perceive change in
orientation of the gravity vector.

19.3 The Graviresponse: The Curvature of Organs

The perception of environmental stimuli via specific receptors is followed by regula-
tion of physiological processes leading to adaptation to modified environmental con-
ditions (response). Signals are transported from the locus of perception to the locus of
response as first messengers. The translation of signals into a physiological response is
induced via second messengers. In contrast to multicellular cells, in unicellular plants
the processes of graviperception and graviresponse take place in identical cells. In this
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section, the g-induced responses in single cell systems as well as in multicellular plant
roots and shoots are discussed.

19.3.1 Graviresponses in Unicellular Plants or Plant Systems

Flagellates and ciliates have been shown to orient to light (phototaxis) and gravity
(gravitaxis) moving towards the center of the Earth (positive gravitaxis) or negative
gravitaxis. Under terrestrial conditions the light-oriented responses of green flagellates
are modulated by gravity, whereas under microgravity the responses show a more pre-
cise orientation with respect to light than at 1 g.

Experiments using sounding rockets as well as the fast rotating clinostat indicated
that the g-vector is used for orientation in dark [43], the threshold of this response was
found between 0.08 and 0.16 g. That means, the indication of an orientation was
documented above 0.16 ×g [7].
Gravitropic tip-growth is limited to a small number of tip-growing cell types, i.e. rhiz-
oids of the characean alga [44]. Although these cell-types are attached to a multicellu-
lar organism, tip-growing cell type is discussed in this section as a term of "single-cell-
system" because graviperception and graviresponse occur in the same cell type. The
positively gravitropic Chara rhizoids are tube-like cells, in which cytoskeletal ele-
ments are involved for maintaining structural polarity, positioning of statoliths and

Fig. 19.7 Contents of Ins(1,4,5)P3 in sunflower hypocotyl protoplasts under real microgravity
(TEXUS-flight; 6 min weightlessness conditions).
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tip-growing response [16, 45, 46]. The negatively gravitropic bending of Chara pro-
tonemata is hypothesized to be based on different properties of actin cytoskeleton in a
similar way. Differences in the positioning and transport of statoliths strengthen the
role of actin cytoskeleton in the process of gravitropic tip-growth and reflect the diver-
sity of gravitropic mechanisms.

Gravitropic bending of fruiting-body stems of Flammulina (Fig. 19.8) is based on
the differential growth of the transition zone between stem and cap [47, 48]. In this
system, graviperception and graviresponse are restricted to a small part of the apical
zone, the reorientation becomes visible already after 2 hours of gravistimulation. A
differential volume increase at one flank is able to induce a bending in the opposite
direction. Each hypha is hypothesized to be equipped with individual gravisensors as
well as a signaling system secreting a growth factor into the corresponding flank. A
resulting gradient is translated into differential growth leading to a gravitropic bending
response.

Apical cells of moss protonemata (Ceratodon purpureus) are unique among single-
celled systems in that way they perceive and react to light (positive and negative pho-
totropism) and to gravity (negative gravitropism). Gravitropism occurred at irradiances
lower than 140 nmol m-2 s-1, at irradiances higher than this threshold phototropism
predominates gravitropism despite the presence of amyloplast sedimentation

Fig. 19.8 Graviresponse of the fruiting bodies of the fungi basidiomycete Flammulina after
reorientation to the horizontal position at the time intervals: 0 h (A), 0,5 h (B), 1 h (C), 2 h (D), 3
h (E), 4 h (F), 7 h (G), 10 h (H), 16 h (I), (taken from [48]).
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[49]. In the dark, the protonemata grew in clockwise spirals under microgravity, which
are suggested to be coupled with distinct zonation of starch-filled plastid orientation
effective as early gravisensors.

19.3.2 Graviresponses in Multicellular Plants

19.3.2.1 Modulation of Auxin-Induced Gravitropic Responses

One of the most important mechanisms for the survival of the germinating seedling is
the growth of the root in the direction of the gravity vector, which guarantees the
young plant a rapid supply with water and minerals. The over-ground part of the plant
is growing to the opposite direction reaching a position, in which CO2 fixing processes
of photosynthesis are able. The basis for this gravity orientated growth regulation is a
complicated stimulus-response-chain, the beginning of which is represented by the
transformation of the physical stimulus gravity into a biochemical signal. The places of
transformation are highly specialized cells characterized by differences in densities of
their organelles. During the process of graviresponse, the biochemical signal is trans-
formed in a symptom of curvature as an indicator of a controlled growth process of the
alga Chara (Fig. 19.9, left). In multicellular plants of cress the signal is transported to
a target tissue via cell to cell communication (Fig. 19.9 right).

A general model of root/shoot gravitropism is based on the model of the asymmet-
ric redistribution of the phytohormone, auxin, inducing a differential cellular elonga-
tion on opposite flanks of the central elongation zone (CEZ). The downward bending
of roots and the upward bending of shoots of multicellular plants in response to

Fig. 19.9 Graviresponse in unicellular and multicellular plants. Left: Gravity-responding cells of
the alga Chara. Right: Seedlings of cress: gravity-controlled growth of a root in vertical position
and after 2 h in horizontal position (taken from [86]).
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gravity result from induction of asymmetric redistribution of auxin within the elonga-
tion zone which is correlated with an accumulation of elevated auxin levels along the
lower side. In roots, auxin functions as an inhibitor of cell growth and elongation, thus
a downward curvature is the consequence. In contrast, in shoots the upward bending is
induced due to the growing stimulation effect of auxin, resulting in an upward curva-
ture [50]. However, this model of root/shoot bending is too simple to account for the
complex spectrum of gravisresponse. Especially, some data showed that the gravitropic
curvature functions without establishing the auxin gradient. Therefore, it seems to be
necessary to find out the specialized mechanism of graviresponse in different organ-
isms.

The reaction chain leading to curvature of cress roots is composed of four different
phases, the perception phase (gravisensing of physical signal in statocytes, duration 1
s), the transduction phase (transport of the message out of the statocytes, lasts 20-30
s), the transmission phase (the asymmetrical transmission to the response zone, dura-
tion about 10-20 min) and the gravisresponse (the bending as the result of differential
growth in the upper and lower flanks of the roots, after 1.5-3 h [15]. The gravitropic
response, which can be used as a parameter for measuring the effect of gravistimula-
tion depends on the duration of the stimulus, on mass acceleration and on the angle of
stimulation [51]. Root elongations are similar both under microgravity and on the 1-g
centrifuge [52], the sensitivity of roots is greater when the organs develop in simulated
or in real microgravity than when they grow in 1 ×g [53, 54]. The difference in sensi-
tivity could be due to the polarity of the statocyte: in real and in simulated microgravity
the amyloplasts are located in the proximal half of the statocyte, under 1 ×g they are
located in the distal flank, in which the statoliths are sedimented onto the ER.

Although the bending of an organ is the final event during gravitropism, the analysis
of the visible part of the bending reaction delivers more information about the time-
scale of the biochemical reactions involved. On the basis of sensitive video analyses
the growth rate at the distal elongation zone (DEZ) was documented to be accelerated
along the upper side of the root, affecting a bending of the root tip. The inhibition of
cell elongation at the lower side of CEZ was followed by a reduced growth rate along
the lower side of a gravistimulated maize root [50, 55, 56]. The root approached the
vertical, followed by an overshoot reaction and the final organ elongation. In order to
obtain a clearer understanding of the mechanism of gravitropic curvature, the physio-
logical properties of the root sub-zones were characterized with regard to their hormo-
nal sensitivities, to calcium, to pH and electrical changes. The accumulation of growth-
inhibiting levels of auxin along the lower side of gravistimulated roots account for
some, but not for all features of the differential growth pattern of organs: Maize roots
treated with growth-inhibiting levels of auxin still responded to gravistimulation [56].
These observations indicate that the gravi-induced differential growth pattern can be
provoked also by induction of growth asymmetry via auxin-independent mechanisms.

Alternative candidates are discussed as polar shifts of calcium toward the lower side
of the apical region of maize roots, resulting in the built-up of an apoplasmatic Ca2+-
gradient in root tips [57, 58]. Thus, calcium is proposed to mediate the establishment
of differential growth patterns in the DEZ and the apical part of the elongation zone
during gravitropism. It can not be excluded that the built-up of a Ca2+-gradient is de-
pendent on an active auxin transport [57, 58]. A further alternative hypothesis for par-
ticipating in differential growth in the DEZ is acid efflux or influx leading to pH
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asymmetry across the root. Auxin was shown to affect a cell stretching by activating
the plasma membrane associated H+-ATPase via a phospholipase A2 leading to a pro-
ton transport from the cytosol into the apoplast [59, 60]. In vitro experiments demon-
strated a cell wall extension in growing tissue in a pH-dependent way [61] which, how-
ever, is not correlated directly with pH value. Cosgrove and his coworkers [62] suggest
that a group of proteins, the expansins, are involved inducing extension and enhancing
stress relaxation of isolated walls in a pH-dependent manner. In vivo expansin activity
is associated with growing tissues of stems, leaves and roots. They were found in both
grasses and dicotyledonous species [63-65], thus, these proteins were concluded to
transduce the auxin-induced pH asymmetry into a growth asymmetry during gravitro-
pism [66].

19.3.2.2 Modulation of the Polar Auxin Transport

The modulation of a polar auxin transport during gravitropic responses is mostly un-
known. Up to now, a chemi-osmotic gradient is postulated, along which auxin is dis-
tributed asymmetrically via specific influx-and efflux carriers of plasma membrane
[67]. The uptake and accumulation of protonated auxin-form from the apoplast is
proposed to be stimulated via an influx-carrier. In contrast, the dissociated form is
transported out of the cells by auxin-efflux carriers [68]. The chemiosmotic hypothesis
was recently confirmed by Yamamoto and Yamamoto [69] and Bennett et al. [70] who
identified an AUX1 gene in Arabidopsis, possibly encoding an auxin-influx-carrier in
roots. Gene mutations showed a reduced auxin-sensitivity, the roots being agravitropic.
Other experiments show the distribution of an efflux-carrier responsible for the estab-
lishment of an auxin gradient. The Arabidopsis AGR1/EIR1/PIN2 locus was cloned
and shown to be essential for root gravitropism [67, 71-73]. It encodes as a component
of the auxin-efflux carrier expressed mostly in roots [67]. The protein is localized in
the basal membranes of DEZ and CEZ epidermal and cortical cells [71]. The patterns
of AUX1 and AGR1/EIR1/PIN2 expression are correlated with the involvement in
polar auxin transport and in root signal transduction. Both genes are expressed in the
DEZ and CEZ of Arabidopsis roots [67]. However, neither of these genes is expressed
in the root cap, so one can speculate that other gene products are necessary in partici-
pating on establishment of the auxin-gradient.

19.3.2.3 The Regulation of Cellular Elongation in Graviresponding Flanks

As mentioned above, the effects of auxin are demonstrated as cell growth inhibition in
roots and cell elongation in shoots. The auxin accumulation at the lower flank of a
gravistimulated organ induces an upward bending in shoots (Fig. 19.10 and 19.11) and
a downward bending in roots (Fig. 19.9). The auxin-induced cellular elongation is
regulated by modulation of the plasma membrane-associated ATPase, by cell wall
extensibility and by the expression of auxin-responsive genes, i.e. ABP1, functioning as
an auxin receptor during the cellular expansion [68].
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Fig. 19.10 Graviresponse of a sunflower shoot, left: in a horizontal position, 1 min; right: a
gravistimulated shoot after 2 h in a horizontal position.

Fig. 19.11 Kinetics of a gravireponse (2,5 h): a bending sunflower seedling.
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Although numerous auxin-binding proteins were identified and characterized [74]
up to now, it is still unknown whether these proteins are functioning as auxin-receptors
within a signal transduction chain regulating an auxin-dependent gene expression [75].
However, several studies focus the regulation of specific gene expression by auxin in
different organs and tissues, the molecular mechanisms of auxin are still unknown
[75]. The involvement of auxin-dependent genes, AXR1 and AXR3, in gravitropic
responses could be identified [67, 76-78]. Moreover, for shoot gravitropism six inde-
pendent loci were identified [79-81]. A specifically expressed gene, which was
up/down-regulated during graviresponse of sunflower hypocotyls was found using
differential display reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) [41, 82].
The identification of auxin-induced genes as opposed to genes, which are expressed in
response to an altered gravity vector might supply additional information about
mechanism involved. But, we still know very little about the molecular nature and
function of the gravity receptors and the way of acting in the signal formation.

A comprehensive study of the role of gravity could not be made before it was not
possible to vary the constancy of gravity. In order to understand the gravity-induced
perception, transduction and response mechanisms and its physiological-biochemical
reactions in roots and shoots of plants, it is a prerequisite to treat plants or their organ-
elles under definite ×g and µg-conditions. Since the variety of abiotic/biotic stimuli are
normally elucidated by comparing its responses with and without the corresponding
signals, it is also necessary to undertake experiments under microgravity [82-84] such
as spaceflights, rocket programs, shuttle and spaceship missions.
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